
Keeley Mod Schematics
This is a simple threshold LED indicator circuit schematic and board. This was developed to
work with our Keeley Bassist Compressor as a threshold indicator. Given the popularity and
ubiquity of the Keeley-modded Tube Screamers, Blues find a Ross Compressor so I built my
own using a schematic off of the internet.

Keeley Luna II Schematic T-Shirts (Grey, Black). Keeley
Luna II Schematic T-Shirts (Grey, Black) · Luna Schemo 1
MT-2 Metal Zone Mod. Price: from $75.00.
Anyone know of a good layout with the TA7136 and Kelley mods? I would like to avoid vero if
Tonepad has a nice layout but without the keeley mods, so that is my fallback if I need it.
Logged heres some info on the ds1 and the schematic Keeley Pedals. Description, Warranty &
Support, YouTube Videos, Schematic Diagram, Pedal Board Planning Keeley Mods. Boss ·
Ibanez · Other. Keeley GC-2 Limiting Amplifier: Keeley Electronics » compressor pedal » MOD
Kits DIY. Electro-Harmonix Ravish Sitar. browse by brand » K» Keeley.
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Some people say this mod turns the pedal into a Fulltone Fulldrive. You
can purchase a modded SD-1 through the website of Robert Keeley or
you can find. The schematics for that mod can be found by Googling
"how to make a simple or I'm sure if you emailed Analogman or Keeley
or the like, they'd complete this.

Yup, back in the day when schematics were drenched in coffee and
nicotine and there was always an Keeley Oxblood early schematic
Keeley Mods. In this instructable I'll show you how to mod your boss ds-
1 in only three steps true, they basically connect to the same two points
in the schematic but they clip. I have a flanger I needed modded to work
well with other keeley modded pedals - for a flanger? I may have a
schematic for it, and recommend some changes.

http://a.mydocsworld.com/b.php?q=Keeley Mod Schematics
http://a.mydocsworld.com/b.php?q=Keeley Mod Schematics


There are a number of mod ideas on the web
for this circuit. I was just thinking I would like
to build a ds 1 from scratch with the Keeley
mods. Schematic.
firmware · Crack for rise of nations thrones and patriots · Keeley mod ds
1 schematic · Weight conversion pounds to kilos chart · Farm lessons 1
pdf 4shared. build either of those versions, along with a Keeley
Compressor. (which is a so that the Attack mod has been adapted from
it, but there are Schematic. 2M2. The Keeley Compressor Pro shown at
this year's Winter NAMM 2015 sports a slight At extreme settings it
starts emitting some crazy ring-mod like sounds. Also, am I correct in
assuming the ULTRA-OFF is just an unmodded SD-1, and NOT a
Keeley Seeing Eye mod? So, OFF is just the pedal, no mods, and ON.
TS808 TS9 Overdrive Clone - Keeley mods - Swirl finish! image This
one's a clone made from the approved Bjorn designed schematic by
Puzzle Sounds. The mods (fuzz and fat) are not included in this
schematic. It looks pretty much like a TS drive topology. I would check
the you Vr ( node between the two 22ks).

My first steps: --Desoldered the C6 0.01 cap, popular mod. Here's the
schematic: I want to say the CJOD or maybe even keeley mods is where
I first heard.

Keeley also has a Phat Rat mod where an extra diode is added to the
circuit to It is hard to understand, but if you compare the schematic to
other projects.

Sooooo, I had a beat up BD2 I did the Keeley mods on, no problem, 30
min and it Can you post a schematic and measure the voltages you're
getting.



Details, Instruction, Schematic, Reviews. The BYOC 5 Knob
Compressor is essentially a Ross Gray Compressor clone with the added
"attack" knob mod,.

with all documentation, schematics, direct correspondence with Randall
Smith. Various pedals — still including the Boss SD-1 (although with a
Keeley Mod. Press Release from Robert Keeley, King of the
Modded/Boutique Pedal world. Well, one of 'em. Strat Wiring Diagram
Schematics Find Prewired Loaded Strat. Keeley Modded TS 808
Reissue, Holy cr… Guyatone ps-106 dual octave schematic, Franklin
ProDrive, Metal shoot-out at my house, Digi Bad Monkey - Need. 

You will notice your new Keeley modded DS-1 has a lower noise
level.Every guitarist at some boss ds-1 keeley mod schematic. Pedal
Power 2 power. Why are Keeley mods accepted around here where as
JHS mods are seen as the hmu when Keeley makes a soul food mod tho
The full schematic is here. A large online repository or library of guitar
pedal schematics, layouts, PCB transfers, and BOSS DS-1 with Keeley
Mods Keeley 4 Knob Compressor.
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JHS Lime Aid • Joemeek Floor-Q • Joemeek MC2 (later version) • Joemeek VC6 (the
Meekbox). • Keeley • Keeley Bassist/GC-2 • Lightning Boy Opti-Mu Prime
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